The DOD stop movement order has been extended to 30 June 2020 and might yet be extended further [Reference: SECDEF Memo 20 April 2020].

Please contact your detailer (branch manager, controller, as appropriate) to determine how this affects your individual case and to determine your options for obtaining an exception to policy and reporting as previously ordered or modifying your attendance to a later cohort.

For US Army: HRC has yet to send us a list of who they intend to sponsor for education. All Army personnel need to contact HRC or their Branch manager.

Presumably your relief has been prevented from arriving to completely release you from your current position.

**Housing in Monterey WILL BE AN ISSUE.** The stop movement order has prevented both our March graduates AND our June Graduates from leaving Monterey, so available rentals both government and public are scarce. **You will likely be in temporary housing until mid-July and possibly into August.**

We will begin sending our welcome packages (emails) in late April and early May to those in our June cohort that we expect to arrive in residence.

NPS remains open and operating. **Classes will start on Monday 6 July** for all students in residence. Classes will continue being taught remotely = as if students were distance learners until the **State of California relaxes or modifies its shelter in place directive.**

Refer to your specific service personnel directives [NAVADMINS for USN] for any updates.
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